
NOTES OF THE MEETING  

OF THE THURLESTONE PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STEERING GROUP  

Held in the Yeo Room of the Village Hall on 7 October 2015 at 7.30 pm. 

 

Present:  Tony Goddard (Chairman) (TG), Sue Crowther (SC), Gary Luddington (GL), Jill Munn 

(JM), Robin MacDonald (RM), Judy Pearce (JP), Alan Taylor-Bigg (ATB) and Chris White (CW). 

Apologies: Kit Marshall, David Martin (DM).  Peter Hurrell and Charlie Mitchelmore also not 

present 

Minutes of the last Meeting:  These were agreed as a true record. 

Matters arising:  None which would not be picked up on the agenda.  

The Thurlestone Parish Neighbourhood Plan Committee was re-named the Thurlestone 

Parish Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, in accordance with neighbourhood planning 

guidance. 

The main purpose of this meeting was to discuss the results of the Community Engagement 

Meeting held on the 29th September and to receive a summary of responses. 

 Total numbers 

124 people had attended, although it was recognised that a few may not have 

registered. 

 Geographic spread 

The registration cards had been analysed and CW and RM reported a good 

geographic spread of attendees, with no more than 5 from any postcode. Of those 

not living in the parish, there was one each from South Milton and Aveton Giffard 

and two from Bigbury.  It is understood they had attended for experience prior to 

running their own neighbourhood planning public meetings. 

 General feeling 

Whilst overall remarks had been very favourable about the format of the meeting, 

several attendees had come hoping to hear about plans for the Bantham Estate and 

had therefore left unsatisfied, but that was not the purpose of the meeting.  The 

replies were helpful and a number of emerging themes were clear.  ATB wondered if 

it might have been more productive with more specific prompts, but it was generally 

felt this would be the purpose of the later survey. 

The Chairman explained his relationship with Nicholas Johnston, the owner of the 

Bantham Estate, in view of a remark on a post-it submitted at the meeting. He said 

his late wife was a Director of the Evans Estates and that following her death and 

the sale by her family of the Estate to Mr Johnston, he has ceased to have any 

interest in the Estate.  



It was generally felt that Mr Johnston needed to reveal his plans publicly, since they 

will be relevant to the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Summary of responses:  ATB had prepared a helpful summary of the post-it responses 

which clearly showed that the major issues arising were: second homes, affordable housing 

and infrastructure, especially broadband and road access.  It was agreed these issues 

needed to be fine-tuned in the later survey.  Other issues were clear from ATB’s summary.  

It was agreed that it was important to keep evidence and (Action) SC agreed to be the 

archivist. 

RM wondered if people had been saying what they thought they ought to say rather than 

what they really thought, as once again, a better bus service had been mentioned by several 

attendees. 

Contact with attendees:  After some discussion it was agreed that ATB’s summary and bar 

graphs should be circulated to all those who left email addresses to maintain interest in the 

project.  (Action) AG would draft a note to go out with these to thank everyone.  (Action) 

CW and RM would sort out the exact logistics of this and whether a purpose email address 

should be set up, bearing in mind the need for future communications. 

Where do we go from here:  (All actions) 

 ATB to draw up a list of stakeholders who will need to be consulted.  It was agreed 

this consultation should be simultaneous with the survey to residents. 

 AG to identify a manager for the survey. 

 SC to investigate Survey Monkey used by Malborough and other neighbourhood 

planning groups.   

 GL and ATB to research the question of how to carry out the survey generally. 

 There was now an urgent need to set a budget.  In DM’s absence, SC would make a 

start. 

 JP to find out about a housing needs survey and whether SHDC could help. 

 AG to invite Nicholas Johnston to the next meeting, other landowners to be invited 

in due course. 

 The purpose of the next meeting would be to sort out the survey and funding.  

Date of the next meeting:  Tuesday 10 November 2015 at 7.30 p.m. 


